USS Delphyne 9910.04

Nicke:
<><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><>BEGIN MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><

CO_Grant:
::On the bridge::

Es`Shere:
::in her quarters.. getting ready to go to the counselors office::

ENS_Nichl:
::heading to bridge::

OPS_Lynam:
::On the bridge, at station::

MO_Lea:
::enters the TL, engrossed in writing on her padd::

SO_Sadoki:
::on bridge at SCI station::

MO_Lea:
TL: Deck 7

CMO_Matt:
::in medbay going over list of the remaining crew members that need to be given the dose of sipriline::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Are all current personnel back onboard?

ENS_Nichl:
::arrives on bridge:: CO: reporting in sir.

CTO_Psion:
::At tactical::

CNS_Jiosa:
::approching the Delphyne in the shuttlecraft Athena::

ENGMac:
::gets dressed, exits his quarters and heads to ME::

CO_Grant:
NIChols: Glad to have you aboard Ensign.

FCO_Nichl:
::sets controls for the heart of the badlands::

XO_Wall:
::in corridor on Deck 9::

TO_Hawkes:
::In conference room going over fire drills with a security detacthment::

Es`Shere:
::looks around her quarters and admires the sea shells she just aquired, and the moves towards the door and out::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Negative sir, shuttlecraft Athena is approaching with Counselor Jiosa, eta two minutes.

CO_Grant:
NICHOLS: Take over FCO and report status

CEOLefler:
::Wakes up in his quarters with splitting headache. He is still wearing his shorts and hawaiian shirt::

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

CTO_Psion:
::Prepares for red alert drill::

ENS_Nichl:
CO: All systems operational and course laid in to the badlands.

MO_Lea:
::passes through the corridor and enters sickbay::

XO_Wall:
*CO*: ship is ready to depart, all departments report ready

Es`Shere:
::fells slightly lost.. but shakes it off and wonders if she should not have just requested to be left at Risa until her new orders came in::

CNS_Jiosa:
COM: Delphyne: This is shuttle Athena CNS Jiosa aboard requesting permission to dock.

CMO_Matt:
::looks over to Lea entereing:: MO: Good morning.

CO_Grant:
CEO: Status of runabouts? Are they ready for the plasma?

ENGMac:
::enters TL:: TL: Main Engineering

MO_Lea:
:;cheerfully:: CMO: Good morning Doctor  ::taps out a last few characters and sets the padd down::

CEOLefler:
::hears comm::

CEOLefler:
*CO*: One moment sir

CMO_Matt:
::smiles at her enthusiasm, glad that she is feeling better::

Es`Shere:
::thinks about her dinner with the XO and how it was cur short when he had ships buissness to take care of.. hopes they get to do it again .. soon::

CEOLefler:
*EO*: Are the runabouts ready?

CO_Grant:
COMM: ATHENA: Permission granted

OPS_Lynam:
COM:Athena: You are cleared to land Athena, request you do so as soon as possible.

CO_Grant:
OPS: Open the shuttle bay door

CNS_Jiosa:
COMM: Delphyne: Acknowleged

XO_Wall:
::enters TL on Deck 9:: TL: bridge

ENGMac:
*CEO*: all ready to go, especially the Europa, her modifications are in place

CMO_Matt:
::takes up one of the two padds in front of him:: MO: This is a list of the crew members you are to give a dosage of sipriline to.  It also contains information on Cardassian genetics...just incase.

CO_Grant:
OPS: open the door only wide enough for the shuttle

CTO_Psion:
CO:  All is in readinnes for the red alert drill.

CEOLefler:
*CO*: All the runabouts are ready and waiting your orders sir

CO_Grant:
CTO: no red alert until under way

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.

CNS_Jiosa:
::begins docking procedures::

CEOLefler:
*EO*: Thank you Mr. Macpherson. I'll be on the bridge in 5 min if you need me.

OPS_Lynam:
:;Opens bay doors::

CO_Grant:
*CEO: acknowledged

Es`Shere:
::moves in to her office.. or the new Counselors office and gets some of the last preperations for him ready::

MO_Lea:
::takes the padd with a quick glance:: CMO: Yes sir. Shall I request they come to sickbay?

CEOLefler:
::gets dressed in a hurry::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Acknowledged.

XO_Wall:
::TL stops exits onto bridge::

ENGMac:
::exits TL and heads to ME:: *CEO*: aye sir

ENS_Nichl:
::rechecks station status.  Tries not to appear nervous about new position::

CNS_Jiosa:
::enters the shuttlebay and touches down begins shutdown procedures::

CMO_Matt:
::picks up the medkit and the padd:: MO: If you'd like, although I'm going to head to the bridge to give to everyone there.

CO_Grant:
::Looks at the viewscreen filled with view of Risa::


SO_Sadoki:
::works on sensors to account for any interference for plasma::

XO_Wall:
::walks over and sits down at his seat on the bridge::

MO_Lea:
CMO: I'll head to Main engineering then.

Es`Shere:
::wipes the table for dust sees none.. and moves all the reamining articles of mementos into a box and starts to take them down the hall and back to her quarters::

ENGMac:
::enters ME, then walks toward the warp core::

CMO_Matt:
::nods, and walks out of medbay::

CTO_Psion:
*TO*  What is your progress with your conference?

TO_Hawkes:
*CTO*: Just wrapping it up Psion.

CNS_Jiosa:
::lowers the ramp and exits shuttle looking around::

CO_Grant:
:: Nods to Wall::

CEOLefler:
::Enters Bridge and nods at bridge crew.:: ALL: Did any one get the registry number of that Jem Hadar ship that hit me?

CMO_Matt:
::enters turbolift:: Computer: Bridge.

CO_Grant:
::Looks up annoyed at Mr.Lefler::

MO_Lea:
::takes the kit of medications in one hand, the padd in the other, and walks out of sickbay::  Nurse: I will be back soon.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Shuttlebay reports the counselor is aboard, shuttlecraft Athena has departed.  We are clreared to leave orbit.

OPS_Lynam:
:;Closes bay doors::

CTO_Psion:
CEO:  Your memory is mistaken Mr. Lefler, you were hit by alcohol.

XO_Wall:
::grins and just shakes his head at Lefler::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Acknowledged. Are all ummm guests disembarked?

CNS_Jiosa:
::exits the shuttlebay and goes to the nearest TL. Programs it to go to the bridge::

CMO_Matt:
::looks over the information about Cardassian genetics and physiology, shuttering slightly::

MO_Lea:
:;enters TL:: TL: Deck fourteen.

CEOLefler:
CTO: Thank you Psion. I had almost forgotten. What would I do with out you? ::sarcastic scoul::

OPS_Lynam:
CO:As far as I know sir.  Current lifesigns are consistant with ship's compliment.  Course, you never know.

CMO_Matt:
::looks up as the turbolift arrives at the bridge, and walks out, looking around at everyone at their stations, and comes to stand in front of the Captain::

CNS_Jiosa:
::TL doors open onto the Bridge::

Es`Shere:
::since the new CNS is not on board yet Es' decides to go onto the bridge one last time. staying out of the way of course::

CTO_Psion:
CEO:  You most certainly need to find a new tactical officer that would be capable of retelling your accounts.

CO_Grant:
OPS: We could always trade them for supplies later. Or lock them up in the brig

CMO_Matt:
CO: Captain, requesting permission to follow through with assignment and to give all the crew members on the bridge their dose of sipriline.

ENS_Nichl:
::looks to CO for orders to depart::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: True, although Chief Lefler is always saying he needs more coal shovelers for the boilers.

CNS_Jiosa:
::looks around and heads over to the command area, spotting the captain::

CO_Grant:
:: NOtes that CMO and a new counselor is on the bridge:;

CEOLefler:
CTO: Ahhh. But where could I find someone who could do it with such grace, such style, such piance if you will?

Es`Shere:
:moves into the TL and up to the bridge: TL: Bridge

CNS_Jiosa:
CO: Captain Grant CNS Liz Jiosa, reporting for duty

CO_Grant:
Jiosa: Ah the new counselor, welcome aboard. See Es'shere about your current duties

CMO_Matt:
::looks up and nods to the new counselor, but waits for the Captain's approval::

MO_Lea:
::enters ME, requests permission to begin innoculations::

Es`Shere:
::steps out onto the bridge::

CO_Grant:
XO: DO any departments need to complete any tasks prior to departure?

XO_Wall:
::stands up to greet the new counsler::

OPS_Lynam:
::Prepares ship's power for warp::

XO_Wall:
CO: no sir all tasks completed

CTO_Psion:
CEO:  In all actuality Mr. Lefler the choice would not be yours, but rather Starfleet command.  Are you sure you are feeling well?

Es`Shere:
:: a twinge goes through her as she sees Wall and she moves towards the back  of the bridge::

CNS_Jiosa:
XOWall: A pleasure to meet you sir

CO_Grant:
FCO: Is course ready for the Badlands?

SO_Sadoki:
XO: Sensors are adjusted for plasma interfence, and working on promgram for probes for the plasma increase.

CEOLefler:
CTO: I'm fine Psion. Just fine. Lets just gt back to work

ENS_Nichl:
CO: Couse laid in.

CNS_Jiosa:
::walks over to Es'Shere::

Es`Shere:
::nods at tactical::

CO_Grant:
FCO: Engage Warp 5

ENS_Nichl:
CO: Aye sir.

XO_Wall:
SO: acknowleged, keep monitoring as we approach

CNS_Jiosa:
Es'Shere: Hello new ships counselor ::extends hand with a warm smile::

Es`Shere:
::raises an eyebrow a tad at the woman making her way towards her::

SO_Sadoki:
XO: Aye, sir

ENS_Nichl:
::engages warp drive::

CTO_Psion:
::Notices Es'Shere...and nods back to her::

Es`Shere:
CNS: Hello.. Sedena Es'Shere.. and your name is. ?

TO_Hawkes:
::Dismisses security conference::

XO_Wall:
CO: isnt the Badlands where the USS Voyager disappeared 5 years ago?

OPS_Lynam:
:;Notices the two counselors meeting.  Waits for sparks to ignite the carpeting::

CO_Grant:
CMO: If you have to administer inoculations, proceed

CNS_Jiosa:
Es'Shere: Elizabeth Mackenzie Jiosa, but call me Liz or Mackenzie

CMO_Matt:
::nods to the Captain, and starts to give shots of sipriline to everyone on the bridge::

ENGMac:
::checking dilithium crystals::

CO_Grant:
XO: Yes that ship did dissapear there but acording to my information we should be safe from that fate.

TO_Hawkes:
::Exits Conference room and heads towards security office/armory.

Es`Shere:
CNS: Ensign Mackenzie.. wil do.. thank you... ::can not help but smile at her:: I am Lt Es'Shere but everyone calls me Es"SHere

MO_Lea:
::continues innoculations::

CMO_Matt:
ALL: This is sipriline, an anti-plasmetic substance that should institute enough protection from badland interference for the next seventy-two hours.  After that time, you'll need to report to medbay to get a second dose.

XO_Wall:
CO: lets hopes so I not ready to go on another adventure across the galaxy again ::laughs::

Es`Shere:
CNS: You may call me Lt Lets move this chat to your new office shall we ::starts to walk::

TO_Hawkes:
*CTO*: The conference is over chief. I'm heading to the Security Office/ Armory to file the results

CO_Grant:
::feels the ship under warp and it is a good feeling::

CNS_Jiosa:
Es'Shere: Perhaps we could talk later right know I need to go see someone

Es`Shere:
::hears the XO laugh and smiles as she walks past::

ENGMac:
::everything checks ok::

CO_Grant:
XO: There are plenty of adventure available in the Alpha quadrant

CMO_Matt:
::almost finished with everyone on the bridge, whether they noticed the inoculation or not::

Es`Shere:
::turns to her:: CNS: See someone.. is it duty related?

MO_Lea:
EO: Do you have a moment?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: All stations report manned and ready sir.

CTO_Psion:
*TO* Acknowledged

CNS_Jiosa:
Es'Shere: ::smiles:: Only partially

XO_Wall:
::briefly watches as the Shere passes::

CO_Grant:
::receives inoculation ::

CMO_Matt:
*MO*: Make sure you tell everyone in engineering that they need to report medbay in seventy-two hours for a second dose.

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

Es`Shere:
CNS: Well why not save it till your off duty...::smiles but is serious::

TO_Hawkes:
::Enters armory. Sits down at desk there and starts filing the fir-drill results::

MO_Lea:
*CMO*: Yes sir.    EO: Ready?

CNS_Jiosa:
Es'Shere: Sure ok to the office?


CO_Grant:
CTO: now would be a good time for that matter we discussed

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye.

ENGMac:
::jumps with surprise::

CMO_Matt:
::finishes with the last crew member on the bridge, and turns to leave::

CTO_Psion:
*All* Red alert!

ENGMac:
MO: what brings you to ME?

Es`Shere:
CNS: Yes lets.. Leads the way and stops at the TL.. CNS: After you...

MO_Lea:
::innoculates EO:: All: This will last for 72 hours. Before that time, you will have to report to sickbay for a retreatment..

CMO_Matt:
::already in turbolift as counselors enter::

CEOLefler:
Ahhhh:: Red alert rings in ears::

CO_Grant:
::hears klaxons::

TO_Hawkes:
::Jumps up from desk. Grabs phaser 2, heads out door and slaps combadge::

CNS_Jiosa:
Es'Shere: Thank you ::enter TL::

CEOLefler:
*EO*: Report when ME is Red Alert ready

OPS_Lynam:
:;Routes power to red alert status::

Es`Shere:
::as she steps into the TL she gives a look out into the room.. the doors shut:: TL: Deck 2

XO_Wall:
::looks at his status panel, as status reports come in gradually::

CMO_Matt:
::nods to the new counselor:: CNS: Welcome to the Delphyen.  I'm Doctor Matthias Laiiron, Chief Medical Officer.

ENS_Nichl:
::checks station and sets to red alert status::

CTO_Psion:
::Raises shields and readies phasers and torpedoes::

Es`Shere:
CMO: And how are you today ::smiles::

ENGMac:
*CEO*: aye sir

MO_Lea:
::smiles, having startled the EO, and walks back to the TL::

CMO_Matt:
::returns the smile:: Es'Shere: Fine.

SO_Sadoki:
::sets station to red alert status::

CNS_Jiosa:
CMO: Ens Elizabeth Mackenzie Jiosa, but please call me Liz or Mackenzie

CO_Grant:
::waiting for final report on red alert drill, impatiently::

CMO_Matt:
CNS: Will do, Mackenzie.

TO_Hawkes:
*Security*: Battle stations. Detachments A and b...Main Engineering, Detachments C...turbolifts.... Detactment D...sickbay..... &c &c  all units report. Prepare to repell boarders. ::heads into TL::

TO_Hawkes:
TL: Bridge!

ENGMac:
EnsJackson: I want you to head up the repair crews and report to me

Es`Shere:
::TL Chimes deck two:: CNS: This way. ::steps out::

ENGMac:
<Ens.Jackson> aye sir, I'll have them ready to go if needed

CMO_Matt:
::watches the counselors leave:: Computer: Deck Seven.

CNS_Jiosa:
::follow Es'Shere::

MO_Lea:
TL: deck 7.  ::listens to the TL humm::

XO_Wall:
CO: alittle slow but the drill was good, all departments report red alert status

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Phaser power at 102%, all other systems nominal.

CO_Grant:
XO: good

CTO_Psion:
*All*  Stand down from red alert.

CO_Grant:
XO: but room for improvement perhaps with all the new personnel onboard more drills will be neccesary

Es`Shere:
CNS: You will find Captain Grant runs a tight ship.. protocol is  a must.. until you get to know hte  crew I would advise you stick to it. ::stops in front of hte office:: CNS: Here you go.. your new home :smiles::

ENGMac:
Ens. Jarvis: keep an eye on the warp coils

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

ENGMac:
<Ens. Jarvis>: aye sir

TO_Hawkes:
::Exits TL on bridge:: CTO: All units report at battle stations sir! ::heads to TAC::

CNS_Jiosa:
::nods and enters the office::

SO_Sadoki:
::returns station to the ready and continues on program for probes::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: You'd be amazed at how much power gets eaten up when there is a full crew compliment.

ENGMac:
*CEO*: ME ready

CO_Grant:
CTO: you may stand down from  red alert

XO_Wall:
CO: agreed I will get the times up

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye.

CO_Grant:
XO: you mean times down

CO_Grant:
::hears the klaxons die away

CO_Grant:
::

MO_Lea:
::exits the TL, and briskly walks down the corridor::

Es`Shere:
::steps in behind her and watches as teh ensign moves around the room::

XO_Wall:
CO: ::smiles:: yes sorry

OPS_Lynam:
Self (but audible): I suppose we could cut life support to the jounior officer's quarters.  That would give us another 5 or 6 percent.

CO_Grant:
FCO: Eta to Badlands?

FCO_Nichl:
::stands down from red alert status and takes a deep breath::

CEOLefler:
*EO* Thank you Mr Macpherson.

TO_Hawkes:
*Security Detachments*: Great work ! gentelmen! You may stand down from Red Alert!

CMO_Matt:
::exits the turbolift, and quickly enters medbay::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Returns power to green status::

FCO_Nichl:
CO: 1 hr 7 minutes sir.

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Thank you for the report Mr. Hawkes.  ::Takes report handed to him::

CMO_Matt:
::sets down padd and medkit::

XO_Wall:
OPS: I hate to be under your command if you get one ::chuckles::

CO_Grant:
FCO: Hmm, increase speed to Warp 6 and then recalculate eta

MO_Lea:
::enter medbay. busies herself preparing second doses of Sipriline::

CNS_Jiosa:
::feels funny taking over the office with the old CNS right here::

FCO_Nichl:
::resets to warp 6::

CMO_Matt:
Nurse: I want a report on the status of all crew members within fifteen minutes.  Keep a constant watch for biomeasures once we get into the badlands.

CMO_Matt:
Nurse: Nothing is to slip.  Nothing at all.

CTO_Psion:
::Scans the vicinity::

OPS_Lynam:
::Smiles at XO::

ENGMac:
<Engineering> you may stand down, all you did a great job

Es`Shere:
CNS: You will find I have organized all your padds in order of last names nad rank

Es`Shere:
<and>

TO_Hawkes:
::Moves to TAC 2::

CTO_Psion:
SO:  Mr. Sadoki what do your scans turn up?

FCO_Nichl:
CO: New eta is 17 minutes sir

CO_Grant:
FCO: acknowledged

MO_Lea:
::sudden rememberence:: CMO: Were you innoculated?

CNS_Jiosa:
::nods her affirmation::

OPS_Lynam:
FCO: Have you ever been to the badlands ensign?

MO_Lea:
<?>

Es`Shere:
CNS: I am not a telepath but neither am I the "old" Cns  ::grins at her::

CMO_Matt:
MO: No, will you do the honors?

FCO_Nichl:
OPS: I've never even been to DS9.

CMO_Matt:
MO: You?

SO_Sadoki:
CTO: there are increased plama in the badlands, i am using a probe to find out where and why

OPS_Lynam:
FCO: Me neither.....hope we don't die.

CNS_Jiosa:
::sheepish grin:: CNS: Former than :::smiles::

MO_Lea:
::smiles, loads a dose into the hypospray, and administers it to the CMO::

MO_Lea:
::reloads the hypo and treats herself, quickly::

FCO_Nichl:
OPS: Thanks for the encouragement.  You know how to cheer a girl up.

CMO_Matt:
::shrugs his shoulders:: Self: All right.

Es`Shere:
CNS: Would you like to be left alone for a while? ::turns and then looks back at her:: CNS: WHat is it you wanted ot talk to me about.. a crew memerb you said?

OPS_Lynam:
::Chuckles at FCO::

CNS_Jiosa:
Es'Shere: Yes  about MO_Lea if you noticed did she have any problems on Risa any at all??

CMO_Matt:
::gets working on prepping the medbay for the badlands::

CO_Grant:
SO: how are those sensors coming?

SO_Sadoki:
CTO: I have also worked on some plans to find the missing ship, if you would care to look at them. ::hands PADD to CTO::

Es`Shere:
CNS: What kind of problems explain  ::goes over to get some water from the replicator::

MO_Lea:
::resumes working on the doses::

CTO_Psion:
::Takes padd from SO::

CMO_Matt:
MO: Make sure that all Cardassian physiology reports are complete.  Request information through OPS if needed.

CNS_Jiosa:
Es'Shere: Emotional difficulties, mood swings anything really

SO_Sadoki:
CO: Sensors are adjusted for the plasma interfernce

ENGMac:
*MO*: whats that stuff you shot me with?

CO_Grant:
SO: good keep improving them

OPS_Lynam:
:;Monitors comm channels for unusual traffic::

SO_Sadoki:
CO: Aye, sir

Es`Shere:
CNS: Well I did not spend my time with her... what are you implying.. ?

CO_Grant:
SO: Are there probes reprogrammed to search for Cardassian ships and sources of plasma?

SO_Sadoki:
CO: working on that now, Sir

ENGMac:
::continues to monitor all ship systems::

MO_Lea:
::unconsiously looks up to respond, with a slight laugh:: *EO*: You were rather busy I guess. It was Sipriline, to protect you from the effects of the plasma.

CO_Grant:
SO: acknowledged

CO_Grant:
SO: co-ordinate with CTO

CNS_Jiosa:
Es'Shere: Something from her High schools years may have bothered her if you didnt notcie perhaps someone else who was with her might have?

ENGMac:
*MO*: huh? plasma, what plasma?

CO_Grant:
XO: my intent is that we stop just short of the badlands and launch the probes. Decision on AT as soon as we get data.

MO_Lea:
::shakes her head:: *EO*: Just go back to your engines and come into sickbay in the next 72 hours..

Es`Shere:
CNS: I have never spoken to ehr about any problems.. ::sits down: What kind did she have ?::concern::

CNS_Jiosa:
::whisper::

SO_Sadoki:
CTO: I have the program ready for the probes shall I inform CEO.

XO_Wall:
CO: agreed the plasma storms maybe to intense

CTO_Psion:
SO:  By all means.

FCO_Nichl:
CO: We are approaching the edge of the badlands sir.

Nicke:
ACTION: sensors do pick up the increased plasma activity

OPS_Lynam:
XO:I'm not going to take a runabout in there, don't even ask....sir.

Es`Shere:
CNS: Why are you whispering.. ? Our walls do not have ears

CO_Grant:
XO: I want at least a general idea where to search before entering the badlands or it will just be like searching for  a needle in haystack

SO_Sadoki:
*CEO* I have the program ready for probes shall I send it to you?

CO_Grant:
FCO: acknowledged , slow to 1/2 impulse

MO_Lea:
::looks down, sets the vials in a storage box, and looks around for the next task to present itself::

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: Do we have a class description on that Cardassian ship?

CTO_Psion:
TO:  If we are to have an encounter in the badlands we may need to improvise a scanning technique that would allow us to predict flare ups.  See if you can find a method of detection.

CMO_Matt:
MO: Make sure that all Cardassian physiology reports are complete.  Request information through OPS if needed.

CEOLefler:
*SO*: Please do. I'll get the probes ready immediatetly

FCO_Nichl:
::slows to 1/2 impulse:: CO: Aye

OPS_Lynam:
:;Searches the comm channels for distress signals or Cardassian transmissions::

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: On it!

XO_Wall:
OPS: well we may have to dont know yet

Es`Shere:
CNS: I see.. well you need to make that a top priority.. I am glad she has you for a friend

MO_Lea:
CMO: Yes sir.

XO_Wall:
CO: aye

SO_Sadoki:
XO:Sensors are picking up the increased plasma

CTO_Psion:
TO:  The ship is of unknown class.

XO_Wall:
SO: how bad?

TO_Hawkes:
::Begins analysing plasma for patterns and anything that would indicate a flare up in advance::

CMO_Matt:
::sits down at his desk and starts going over the reports that have already been given to him by the nurse::

MO_Lea:
::moves to a console, tapping controls to compile the information::

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: I'm not surprised.

CMO_Matt:
::reads over the counselor's record twice, remembering what had happened in the last few weeks, and decides to make a decisive action::

CO_Grant:
FCO: Full stop

FCO_Nichl:
::looks at badlands on screen and worries about Lynam's "death" comment::

CMO_Matt:
*Es'shere*: Report to sickbay immediately.

FCO_Nichl:
CO: Aye ::sets controls to full stop::

SO_Sadoki:
::sending all info to CEO for probes::

CO_Grant:
CTO: status of shields, are they any good inside that? :: points at badlands::

Es`Shere:
::gets up and disposes of her glass:: CNS: Then you did have ships duties to perform.. you should have spoken up on hte bridge.. do not me frighten you or put you off.. do your job the best way you see fit .. let me know if you need any assistance

CTO_Psion:
SO:  What are the activity levels of the plasma field?

XO_Wall:
CO: ::looks at the viewscreen:: CO: its looks rough

MO_Lea:
;;overhears the CMO's request. sits at the console::

SO_Sadoki:
XO: the increase in fluctuations is 20% over know levels


CTO_Psion:
CO:  Shields would be operative but there is a high likelihood of impacts with plasma.

CNS_Jiosa:
ES'Shere: I will.  I'll be going to she her now or is there anything else?

CMO_Matt:
::stands and moves over to the counter to bick up an enhanced scanner and the case of sipriline::

CO_Grant:
XO: I agree , now would be a good time for the probes. Two groups one group as relay for first group.

Es`Shere:
*CMO* On my way

CEOLefler:
*EO*: I am downloading the new programming into the probes. Make sure they are all ready to launchn and that she shileds have been sufficiently programmed to withstand the plasma storms.

Es`Shere:
CNS: I am being paged... you know where I am.. good luck Ensign.. :nods at her::

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

CMO_Matt:
::starts a scan on one vial of sipriline, then adding a dose of another substance to it and scanning again::

CNS_Jiosa:
::turns around anf noticed her office luggage was beamed in:: Self : Later

CMO_Matt:
::then setting it at the grid for the computer to analyze, totally immersed in the work::

XO_Wall:
::looks at status panel::

CO_Grant:
OPS: transmit our current co-ordinates to nearsest starfleet facility

SO_Sadoki:
CTO : I have sent the info to the CEO and the plasma fluctuations is 20% over knwo levels

Es`Shere:
::steps out of the room and down to the TL::

OPS_Lynam:
CO:Aye sir.  :;Sends coordiantes and current ship's status::

Es`Shere:
::enters:: TL Medical department

CO_Grant:
*CNSES'shere*: to the bridge please

Es`Shere:
::exits TL::

CMO_Matt:
Computer: Cross reference current substance and the chemical imbalance in Counselor Es'Shere.  Scale thirty four.

CO_Grant:
so,CTO: Are the probes ready?

CMO_Matt:
<Computer> No anomalies cross referenced.

CTO_Psion:
SO:  Acknowledged.  Can you scan any engine output or energy trails that may originate from a ship?

ENGMac:
*CEO*: aye, reprogramming the shilds now and have Eng. Jarvis working on the probes

SO_Sadoki:
CTO: Aye, sir

Es`Shere:
SELF: ACK  *CO* On my way  *CMO* SOrry being called to the bridge ::turns and re-enters TL ::  TL : Bridge

CEOLefler:
*EO*: Thank you Mr. Macpherson

CMO_Matt:
*Es'Shere*: This can't wait, you have to get down here now.  The Captain will understand.

MO_Lea:
*OPS*: Sir, I have a list of information regarding Cardasian physiology.  Could you comm SFM and forward me the most recent reports?

ENGMac:
*CEO*: aye, reprogramming the

SO_Sadoki:
CEO: Are probes ready, Sir?

CMO_Matt:
*Es'Shere*: I repeat, your health could be in danger, get down here before we get too far into the badlands. ::his tension is beginning to rise::

CNS_Jiosa:
::exits her office and heads to the TL::

ENGMac:
deflector shields now and that finishes up the programming:

Es`Shere:
::stands in ther TL and laughs out loud:: *CMO* ALright    *CO*: The CMO Wants me now and says it is urgent..

OPS_Lynam:
*MO*: Acknowleged doctor.

CEOLefler:
*SO*: The modifications have just been completed. You can launch at will

OPS_Lynam:
::Sends request to Stafleet Medical::

CMO_Matt:
<Computer> Anomaly found.

CNS_Jiosa:
::enters TL:: Comptuer: Sickbay

SO_Sadoki:
CO: Probes at the ready, Sir

Es`Shere:
TL: Medical Department

MO_Lea:
::swings chair around and picks up her padd, downloading the information into the computer:: *OPS*: Also, could you send this comm to Starfleet core of engineering?

XO_Wall:
FCO: maintain a safe distance between us and the edge of the badlands

FCO_Nichl:
:: resets controls adjusting for drift due to badland currents::

CO_Grant:
SO,CTO: Launch the first wave of probes

CMO_Matt:
::sighs:: Computer: Remove substance nucleotide, restructure substance code.

CNS_Jiosa:
::Exits turbolift and enter sickbay::

FCO_Nichl:
XO: Aye sir, adjusting distance.

MO_Lea:
::looks up, startled. Stands:: CNS: Liz?!

Es`Shere:
::steps out and walks into the CMO waiting area:: CMO: What is it? ::feels her blood starting to rise::

OPS_Lynam:
*MO*: Sure doc, anything for your family while I'm at it? ::Chuckles::

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Are there any communications signatures emanating from the area?

CMO_Matt:
::looks up, seeing the other counselor::

CMO_Matt:
::then seeing the counselor enter::

ENGMac:
::modulating the frequency of the deflector shields::

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: Negative.

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: Take a seat. ::motions to a biobed::

CNS_Jiosa:
MO: Hey Julian!

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: Actually, we're eminating a lot of communications, but that's all.

CO_Grant:
XO: If we must send out runabouts, one won't be enough to conduct a reasonable search. Probably have to use at least 2 or maybe 3

Es`Shere:
::frowns but does it:: CMO: Alright.. but the Captain wants me

CMO_Matt:
<Computer> Genetic substance restructure completed, warning on substance stability.

SO_Sadoki:
CO: launching first wave, Sir

CNS_Jiosa:
::Goes over to Lea and gives her a hug::

MO_Lea:
::forgets OPS:: CNS: Why are you here? How are you? How's home? ::questions tumble out::

CO_Grant:
::observes probes being launched from the ship::

CMO_Matt:
::removes the vile and begins to scan it once again with the advanced tricorder::

ENGMac:
*Jarvis*: report on the probes

OPS_Lynam:
::Sends transmission to Core of Engineers::

Es`Shere:
::watches the CNS and MO::

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: I understand, but this is much more important I'm sure.

CNS_Jiosa:
MO: I am the new person reponsible for everyones marbles

Es`Shere:
CMO: If you say so... and what is this about a problem with me.. I feel fine..

XO_Wall:
CO: agreed we could never manuever the Delphyne in there, the ship could be destroyed

ENGMac:
<Jarvis> *EO*: all probes finished, the modifications were a success

CMO_Matt:
::finishing the scan, he enters it into a hypospray, moving over to the biobed::

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: I'm sure you do, but you might not in a matter of hours.

CTO_Psion:
::Stands at tactical::

MO_Lea:
::tries to understand:: CNS: Marbles? :;wonders if Liz lost her marbles::

CMO_Matt:
::starts cranial scan with the neural tricorder::

CNS_Jiosa:
MO: Doing great and as for home i guess its still there ::smiles::

ENGMac:
*CEO*: the mods to all probes was a success, you may have access to all now

CO_Grant:
XO: we can manuever the ship in there but our usefulness as a center of command or control of search would be limited

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Your assessment of the situation Mr. Hawkes?

TO_Hawkes:
::Still analysing plasma anomoly::

Es`Shere:
::twitches::CMO I would like you to talk to me please

CEOLefler:
*EO*: Thanks yo Mr. Macpherson. Good job.

OPS_Lynam:
::Contacts Cardassian command for more information on the missing ship::

CMO_Matt:
::not even hearing her, running through the scan a last time and checking over the hypospray substance again::

MO_Lea:
::slightly solomn:: CNS: Well, at least most of it's there.     ::cheers up:: What did you say you were here for?

CO_Grant:
SO: ANy data on direction of greatest flareups?

Nicke:
ACTION: small bits of information begin coming in from the probes... plasma activity seems to  be erratic is some parts

SO_Sadoki:
::monitors sensors for probes info::

Es`Shere:
::sits still ::

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: Right now, too soon to tell.::Looks at probe data::

ENGMac:
*CEO*: aye

CNS_Jiosa:
MO: New CNS.  SO how are you doing ? ::grows slightly less cheerful::

CMO_Matt:
::quickly innoculates Es'Shere with the substance::

CMO_Matt:
::then begins another neural scan::

SO_Sadoki:
CO: Info starting to come in now Sir.

Es`Shere:
::moves her arm:: CMO :what was that for?

FCO_Nichl:
CO: Excuse me sir, but if we need a command center outside of the badlands, couldn't we leave a shuttlecraft here?  The Delphyne would be put to better use in there woudln't it?

CO_Grant:
CEO: get two runabouts prepped for a search in the badlands

TO_Hawkes:
::Analyses 'erratc part's' for pattern... etc.::

Nicke:
ACTION: The first probe sends a momentous amount of information about the immediate area then suddenly stops transmitting::

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: Reports on your medical status show an anomaly that could be infected or inihibited by the plasma intensity of the badlands.  I don't want you to die, Counselor.  That's what that was for.

MO_Lea:
::counts to herself:: CNS: Fine, of course.  I've been promoted, which I suppose is a good thing::smiles::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  For what purpose would a Cardassian vessel be in the Badlands?

Es`Shere:
::both eyebrows raise::CMO: Say that again..

TO_Hawkes:
::thins 'ooh, that's not goot!::

CEOLefler:
CO: Aye sir. The runabout should be ready to launch in 2 minutes

CO_Grant:
XO: you handle your replacement's question

CTO_Psion:
::Checks scanners::

Es`Shere:
::looks at him hard::

FCO_Nichl:
::There you go Sarah, asking stupid questions::

CNS_Jiosa:
MO: Youngsters now adays no respect for the elders ::will never let Lea forget i am a few months older::

MO_Lea:
::focuses on the numbers..15..16..17..18..19::

Nicke:
ACTION: the Cardasians continue to deny that a ship was lost

SO_Sadoki:
CO: Probe1 sent a lot of info, but has stop transmitting, trying to find out why....

CO_Grant:
CTO: Not all cardassians were happy about trashing the deal with the dominion

MO_Lea:
::laughs:: CNS: youngsters!

Es`Shere:
CMO: How did this occur?

CNS_Jiosa:
:: tries to push a few buttons:: MO: So how was Risa?

TO_Hawkes:
::Scans local space for any signature of Cardassian ship in recent past::

CMO_Matt:
::sounding almost like a computer, rambling off complex data:: Es'Shere: Your experience with the rift in time scarred your neural brain tissues.  They could be infected, chemically, by the increased plasma levels in teh badlands.  So I'm giving you a second more concentrated dose of my own design to fight off the adverse effects of the plasma.

CO_Grant:
SO: acknowledged, analyze and find out if there is a clue on where to conduct search

OPS_Lynam:
::ASks Cardassians which ship it was that was not lost::

XO_Wall:
FCO: interesting thought

CTO_Psion:
::Scans for weapons signatures::

SO_Sadoki:
CO: Aye sir

Nicke:
ACTION:the shot that the doctor gives Eshere knocks her out

Es`Shere:
CMO: Well am I all right? I feel fine....  are you done ::smiles at him:: CMO You worry to much.. and I am glad.. moves as if toi get off the table::

MO_Lea:
::..38..39..40..:: CNS: Fine.  I had time to read a new book Tyler sent me.

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: I want you to come back every twenty-four hours for another dose.  I have added a heavy neural depressent with the sipriline to further protect you from the plasma.

Es`Shere:
::lands on the floor face down::

Nicke:
ACTION: trace weapons signature show on the scans but they are not definate as the fluctuations are making readings difficutlt

CNS_Jiosa:
::turns around at the thump::

CO_Grant:
XO,CTO: I want each of you to prepare an AT to take one of the prepped runabouts.

CMO_Matt:
::hurries to pick her up and set her on the biobed, cursing at thin air::

SO_Sadoki:
CTO: I am analyzing the info, but have not figured out what happen to probe1

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: Counselor?  Are you all right?  Can you hear me?  Can you state your name?

MO_Lea:
::looks over CNS's shoulders. Rushes over, assisting the Doctor::

CO_Grant:
XO<CTO: Ops stays here

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye.  I would also wish to add that I am reading faint and undiscernable weapons signatures.

XO_Wall:
CO: aye

CNS_Jiosa:
::stands back realizing this is not her line of work anymore::

CTO_Psion:
::Looks at TO::

CMO_Matt:
::starts the neural scan all over again, checking the plasma pressing against her mind::

TO_Hawkes:
::Looks back at CTO::

MO_Lea:
::grabs a nearby medical tricorder and begins to scan Es 'Shere::

CNS_Jiosa:
~~Lea: We will talk later~~

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: Can you hear me?

Es`Shere:
:;out like a burnt out light bulb::

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Do you think you are up to manning tactical by yourself?

CO_Grant:
XO,CTO: find the cllues and report thru the network of our launched probes. If find something useful Delphyne will join you.

Nicke:
ACTION: Es'Shere is out like a light , the sedative apparently too much

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Thank you sir.  Actually I was kidding, If you want me to go then....

TO_Hawkes:
::Looks down at phaser 2 still on his hip takes it off and hands it to psion::

CMO_Matt:
::throws the tricorder into the nearby wall:: Damn it.

MO_Lea:
:;quivers slightly, unacustomed:: ~~Alright Liz, I'll see you later~~

CO_Grant:
SO,CTO: Launch the second wave of probes

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: Yeah sure,,,you might need this.


SO_Sadoki:
CO: Aye, sir

Nicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><>><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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